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Chapter 181 The One You Found This Time Is More Reliable Than The Last 

  

 

Yu Huang immediately applied for leave from Professor Mu and planned to go to the Broken Cliff to look 

for Anna Tao. 

Sheng Yang went to the Cultivation Hall to cultivate in seclusion, and only Na Luo was resting in the 

dormitory. Yu Huang’s points card was out of money, so she returned to the dormitory and borrowed 

one point from 

Na Luo. Only then did she enter the bathroom to take a shower. 

After taking a shower, Yu Huang packed her luggage. Thinking that Lin Jiansheng had traveled 

extensively and was experienced and knowledgeable, so perhaps he had been to the Broken Cliff, she 

gave Lin Jiansheng a 

call. 

Lin Jiansheng was a little surprised when he received Yu Huang’s call. “You lass, you’re finally willing to 

call me. I heard you defeated Xuanyuan Jing.” 

Yu Huang asked him, “Mentor, how did you know?” 

“What do I not know?” Lin Jiansheng chuckled a few times over the phone and said gloatingly, “That jerk 

Xuanyuan Shen’s expression must be very bad.” 

“Of course.” 

It was a video call. Lin Jiansheng was sensitive enough to realize that Yu Huang wasn’t in a good mood. 

There was no mirth in her eyes. He frowned and guessed that there was something on her mind. 

“What? Are you in a bad mood?” 

“Mentor…” Yu Huang leaned against the window and looked at the energetic students in the school. Her 

eyes were once again filled with sorrow. She asked Lin Jiansheng,” Mentor, do you still remember my 

friend, 

Anna Tao?” 

“That little ant?” Lin Jiansheng couldn’t remember Anna Tao’s name, but he remembered that her beast 

form was a little ant. 

“Yeah, that little ant.” 

Lin Jiansheng asked her, “What happened to her?” 

Yu Huang was silent for a long time before she said in a muffled voice, “Mentor, she’s dead.” 

Lin Jiansheng stopped talking. 



Yu Huang told him, “Anna was bullied by the students of Yu Hui Academy and was forced to jump off the 

cliff. Mentor, I have to find her.” 

Lin Jiansheng instinctively wanted to stop Yu Huang when he heard that Yu Huang wanted to go to the 

Broken Cliff to look for Tao Anna’s body. The bottom of the Broken Cliff was filled with danger, and 

countless 

people had lost their lives there. Lin Jiansheng was naturally unwilling to let Yu Huang go. 

But on second thought, he gave up. 

Because Lin Jiansheng suddenly recalled the past from 19 years ago. 

At that time, Yin Donghai had just disappeared and his whereabouts were unknown. As his best friend, 

Lin Jiansheng was so worried that he could not sleep at night. In order to find Yin Donghai, Lin Jiansheng 

had gone 

to many dangerous places alone. 

Therefore, he could understand Yu Huang’s feelings. 

There was nothing wrong with going up a mountain of blades for a friend. 

“I’ve been to the Broken Cliff when I was young. There’s a poisonous valley at the bottom of the cliff. 

You can’t deal with it with your current abilities. How about this, I’ll accompany you. We’ll meet at the 

capital of the 

Cangyuan Empire.” 

She agreed. “Alright then, Mentor, we’ll meet in the Cangyuan Empire.” Yu Hui Academy was located in 

the Cangyuan Empire, and the Broken Cliff was also in the Cangyuan Empire. It was the most convenient 

arrangement for them to meet in the capital. 

After hanging up, Yu Huang put on her windbreaker and saw Sheng Xiao the moment she walked out of 

the dormitory. 

Yu Huang stopped in her tracks and walked toward Sheng Xiao. 

Sheng Xiao stared at her and said, “You’ve lost weight again.” 

Yu Huang asked him, “How did you know that my seclusion has ended?” 

“I heard it from a junior.” Sheng Xiao met a junior when he was on a mission at the back of the 

mountain. The junior told him about Yu Huang’s seclusion. 

When Sheng Xiao heard that, he stopped his mission and flew back to the academy. 

Seeing that Yu Huang was not wearing her school uniform but her own, Sheng Xiao asked her, “Are you 

going out?” 

“Okay.” 

“Where are you going?” 

Yu Huang did not want to be perfunctory with Sheng Xiao, so she told him about Anna Tao. Sheng Xiao 

had an impression of Anna Tao. He even went to the Myriad Book Pavilion with Yu Huang to investigate 



her beast 

form. 

When he heard that Yu Huang was going to the Broken Cliff to look for Anna Tao, Sheng Xiao said 

without hesitation, “I’ll go with you.” 

Yu Huang firmly rejected him. “No, the poisonous gas below the Broken Cliff is very heavy. I can go with 

Mentor. You…” 

Sheng Xiao put his index finger on Yu Huang’s lips to stop her from talking. He said, “It’s because of the 

toxic gas that I want to go with you.” 

Yu Huang was stunned for a moment before her gaze softened. “Alright, let’s go together.” 

“Okay.” 

Sheng Xiao had already finished his studies. He did not need to apply for leave. He could enter and exit 

the Divine Realm Academy freely. 

The bird carried the two of them through the forest and across the sea. Only then did Yu Huang realize 

that the way to leave school was different from the way to enter school. 

She said to Sheng Xiao, “On the day we entered the school, we took a roller coaster ride, then a 

submarine, and finally arrived at the school by flying bird. Don’t we need to go back the way we came?” 

Sheng Xiao chuckled and said, “That’s the way for new students. We don’t need to go through so much 

trouble to get in and out of the school. The flying bird will take us to the place where the roller coaster 

is.” 

“I see.” 

Just as Sheng Xiao said, the birds carried them across the sea. At the end of the sea was a dark wall of 

spiritual energy. The birds carried them into the wall. 

Yu Huang subconsciously closed her eyes and felt the wind whistling by her ears. When she opened her 

eyes again, she discovered that they had already left the independent space of the Divine Realm 

Academy and 

had arrived at the underground world beneath Skysplit Tower. 

The flying bird flew forward for another ten minutes before arriving at the changing platform. 

Yu Huang jumped off the bird with Sheng Xiao. She heard the sound of the wheels rolling. She looked up 

and saw a roller coaster parked in front of them. 

The driver whistled at Sheng Xiao and asked, “Sheng Xiao, your girlfriend?” 

Sheng Xiao nodded and replied, “She’s my girlfriend.” Sheng Xiao pulled Yu Huang onto the roller 

coaster and reminded the driver, “Mr. Zhang, drive slower.” 

“Yo, Little Sheng knows how to dote on people now.” The driver turned around and blinked at Yu Huang. 

He asked Yu Huang curiously, “This kid is so boring. What do you like about him?” 

Sheng Xiao’s ears perked up. 



Yu Huang said, “Naturally, I like his handsome looks, and how considerate and kind he is.” 

Mr. Zhang’s expression turned strange. He stared at Sheng Xiao for a long time, but he could not find 

any trace of kindness in him. 

Beauty was in the eye of the beholder. 

“Sit tight, let’s go!” 

Mr. Zhang stepped on the accelerator and the roller coaster shot out like a rocket. However, Sheng Xiao 

and Yu Huang kept a straight face and did not make a sound. 

“We’re here!” 

Mr. Zhang turned around to look at Yu Huang and Sheng Xiao. They were so suffocated that their 

expressions had turned ashen. But, they did not even shout once throughout the whole process. Mr. 

Zhang knew that 

these two people were trying to leave a good impression on each other. 

“Alright, get off the car. See you next time!” Mr. Zhang chased Yu Huang and Sheng Xiao out of the car 

and drove the roller coaster away. 

Yu Huang stood there for a while after she got out of the car. When her legs were no longer weak, she 

pretended to be calm and said to Sheng Xiao, “Let’s go.” 

Sheng Xiao regained his composure. “Okay.” 

After they walked out of the Skysplit Tower, Sheng Xiao used the Art of Sword Flight to bring Yu Huang 

to the Cangyuan Empire in the west. 

There was a city called Mo City at the border of Cangyuan Empire. There was a hover bus station in the 

city that went straight to the capital of the Cangyuan Empire. Sheng Xiao and Yu Huang landed at the 

Mo City bus 

station. They bought tickets and got on the train. 

Yu Huang was quiet along the way. Sheng Xiao knew that she was upset so he did not disturb her. 

Three hours later, they arrived at the station. 

Yu Huang and Sheng Xiao walked out of the train station and saw Lin Jiansheng. 

After not seeing him for half a year, Lin Jiansheng’s beard and hair had grown much longer. As he was 

too lazy to fix his hair, Lin Jiansheng’s hair looked a little messy. 

The weather was cold, and he was wearing a military green cotton coat and a black belt around his 

waist. From afar, he looked sharp. 

Yu Huang knew that Lin Jiansheng was a slovenly person in private. Hence, she did not find it strange 

when she saw Lin Jiansheng’s outfit. On the other hand, Sheng Xiao was surprised when he saw Lin 

Jiansheng’s 

outfit. 

n Sheng Xiao’s impression, Lin Jiansheng was always an “elite”. 



Sheng Xiao had met Lin Jiansheng a few times before. Every time they met, Lin Jiansheng’s long hair 

would always be clean and tidy. He always wore the red Purifying Spirit Master robe on his body and 

exuded a lofty 

aura. 

But this man in front of him… 

Sheng Xiao wanted to laugh but he was afraid that he would offend his girlfriend’s mentor. So, he held it 

in until his ears turned red. 

Lin Jiansheng did not expect that Sheng Xiao would come with Yu Huang. He realized that it was not 

suitable for him to meet outsiders in his current outfit and felt awkward. 

Yu Huang walked up and held Lin Jiansheng’s arm. She tiptoed and whispered into Lin Jiansheng’s ear, 

“Mentor, Sheng Xiao gave me his heart blood. I have finally mastered the first drop of blood.” 

Lin Jiansheng looked at Sheng Xiao kindly. 

Sheng Xiao walked up quickly and bowed to Lin Jiansheng. He said respectfully, “Supremacy Lin, long 

time no see.” 

Lin Jiansheng waved his hand and said, “If you don’t mind, you can call me Mentor along with Yu 

Huang.” 

Sheng Xiao changed his words immediately. “Mentor.” 

Lin Jiansheng acknowledged. Seeing the gloominess in Yu Huang’s eyes, he did not waste any more time. 

“Alright, let’s go.” 

“Okay.” 

They left the bus station and arrived at a deserted place. Lin Jiansheng took out his flying transport and 

was about to turn it on when he remembered something. He turned around and asked Sheng Xiao, “Do 

you have 

a flying transport? I’ve been short on funds recently. Hehe…” 

It would cost at least a hundred thousand spirit stones to use the flying transport once. Lin Jiansheng 

was unwilling to do so. 

Sheng Xiao had heard about Lin Jiansheng’s stinginess from the professors in the school before. But 

seeing it with his own eyes was a hundred times better than hearing it. Now that he finally saw it with 

his own eyes, 

Sheng Xiao was amused. 

“Use mine.” 

Sheng Xiao waved his hand and a flying saucer-shaped aircraft appeared above their heads. The aircraft 

opened the door and a flight of stairs extended out. 

Sheng Xiao bent down and said to Lin Jiansheng, “Mentor, please.” 

Lin Jiansheng looked at Sheng Xiao in satisfaction. Then, he turned around and said to Yu Huang, “This 

one is more reliable than the previous one.” 



Yu Huang was speechless. She reached out and gave Lin Jiansheng a push. “Go up. Stop dawdling.” After 

being despised by his disciple, Lin Jiansheng boarded the flying transport. 

Sheng Xiao was secretly delighted when he heard Lin Jiansheng’s comment. 

The aircraft was slightly faster than the aircraft. After flying for more than an hour, they left the city and 

arrived at a barren mountain. 

The mountain range beneath their feet continued to rise and fall. It was tens of thousands of meters 

wide from the west to the east. The end of the mountain range seemed to have been mercilessly cut by 

a guillotine. 

The walls were steep and lofty. 

That was the Broken Cliff.. 

Chapter 182 Monster 

  

 

Below the cliff was an endless poisonous gas barrier. 

Lin Jiansheng pointed at the cliff and said to Yu Huang, “That’s the Broken Cliff. If you jump down from 

there, even birds will be smashed to pieces, let alone humans.” 

Yu Huang, not daring to think about how desperate and helpless Anna was when she jumped down from 

there, stared at the cliff. 

Lin Jiansheng cast a psychic shield on Yu Huang. 

“This protective shield can only support you for two days at most. Remember, you are not allowed to 

use spiritual power at the bottom of the cliff. If you use too much spiritual power, it will shorten the 

duration of the 

protective shield. At that time, the poisonous gas will invade your bodies.” 

Yu Huang remembered Lin Jiansheng’s words. She turned around and said to Sheng Xiao, “I’ll go first.” 

Sheng Xiao said, “Okay.” 

Yu Huang spread her Vermillion Bird wings and jumped down from the sky. 

After Yu Huang jumped down, Lin Jiansheng covered Sheng Xiao’s body with a protective shield and 

gave him a silver life-saving talisman. “Bring her up after two days. If anything happens, crush this life-

saving 

talisman and I will go down to save you.” 

“l understand.” 

Sheng Xiao safekept the life-saving talisman properly before jumping off the aircraft. 

Because the poisonous gas was too thick, the bottom of the cliff looked like it was covered in a layer of 

gray smoke. 



Previously, on the flying transport, Yu Huang was unable to see the bottom of the cliff clearly. She 

flapped her wings and slowly descended towards the bottom of the cliff. Suddenly, her feet stepped on 

a layer of 

swaying barrier. 

The moment the soles of Yu Huang’s shoes came into contact with the barrier, a sizzling sound could be 

heard. Yu Huang looked down and realized that she had stepped on a spider web. The spider web was 

corrosive 

and was rapidly corroding the soles of her shoes! 

When Yu Huang looked over, she noticed that the spiderweb was actually so large that it enveloped the 

entire valley. 

So what they saw in the sky earlier wasn’t poisonous gas at all, but this poisonous spider web! 

At that moment, Sheng Xiao flew down on his sword. He was about to approach Yu Huang when she 

raised her head and shouted at him, “Don’t get too close! The spider web is corrosive!” 

Sheng Xiao stopped in his tracks. 

He noticed the changes under Yu Huang’s feet and hurriedly extended his hands towards her. “Give me 

your hands.” 

Yu Huang passed her hands to Sheng Xiao. 

Sheng Xiao grabbed Yu Huang’s hands and tried to pull her back. However, the spider web was like glue. 

He could not shake it off. 

Yu Huang saw that this thing wasn’t easy to get rid of, so she said, “Step back a bit.” 

Sheng Xiao flew back ten meters. 

Yu Huang summoned Xuan Yu and ordered Xuan Yu to release the Purifying Evil Phoenix Flame. The 

Purifying Evil Phoenix Flame formed a small circle and covered the spiderweb while burning fiercely. 

Very quickly, that circle of spider silk was burned to pieces by Yu Huang’s Purifying Evil Phoenix Flame. 

The spiderweb finally broke apart, and Yu Huang, who stood within the spiderweb, lost her balance as 

her body swiftly fell down. 

Seeing that, Sheng Xiao rushed down and grabbed Yu Huang’s hand. He pulled her into his arms and 

protected her as she landed at the bottom of the valley. 

When they landed on the ground, Sheng Xiao quickly knelt down and untied the straps of Yu Huang’s 

combat boots. Yu Huang quickly took her feet out of the boots. 

She took out a new pair of sports shoes from the space storage and changed into them. Now that the 

crisis was over, the two of them carefully observed the environment at the bottom of the valley. 

The bottom of the valley was dark due to the lack of direct light all year round. 

The tree trunks were twisted and meandering, as if they were sick. None of them were straight. 



The ground beneath their feet was filled with thick poisonous gas. They could not see the situation on 

the ground clearly. Yu Huang lifted her left foot and cautiously took a step forward. 

Crack— 

She guessed something. 

They looked at each other. Yu Huang moved her left foot away from the thing. Sheng Xiao squatted 

down and moved closer. He realized that it was a skeletal hand. 

And it was a human palm. 

Sheng Xiao picked up the skeleton and waved it in front of Yu Huang. “It’s a skeleton.” 

As Yu Huang stared at the skeleton, she thought of something. She hurriedly spread open the Vermilion 

Bird wings on her back and flapped hard, creating a hurricane. 

The hurricane dispersed some of the poisonous gas around them. 

When her vision cleared up a little, Yu Huang lowered her head to look at her feet again. Only then did 

she realize that they were actually deep within a forest of skeletons! 

When her vision cleared up a little, Yu Huang lowered her head to look at her feet again. Only then did 

she realize that they were actually deep within a forest of skeletons! 

Yu Huang even saw a gray snake crawl out from one skeleton and slip into another! 

ot to mention Yu Huang, even Sheng Xiao, who was used to big scenes, was shocked when he saw the 

Skeleton Forest beneath him. 

Yu Huang suddenly scoffed. “This natural poisonous gas barrier is really a good place to kill and hide 

corpses.” 

tt was obvious that Sheng Xiao had the same thought as Yu Huang. He shook his head and sighed. “The 

mist here is so thick. Maybe it’s not just poisonous gas but also resentment.” 

Upon hearing this, Yu Huang naturally thought of Lin Jiansheng. Mentor said that he had once come to 

the Broken Cliff. What was he doing there? 

Looking at the bones all over the ground, as well as the resentment in the air that was so thick that it 

made her feel stifled, she could vaguely guess the reason why Lin Jiansheng came to the Broken Cliff. 

Although this place was filled with grievous energy, it was also the best place to raise a Purifying Spirit 

Master’s cultivation level. 

The more souls a Purifying Spirit Master cleansed, the faster their cultivation level would increase. 

Mentor spent three years to condense a Psychic Pearl, but in a short span of more than a hundred years, 

he reached 

Level 8. 

erhaps he had once had a fortuitous opportunity in this valley. 

erhaps he had once had an unknown opportunity in this valley. 



“Okay.” 

Anna Tao had jumped from the top of the cliff. Where she had landed, she should have been against the 

cliff as well. 

The two of them walked towards the cliff. They searched the cliff twice but could not find her corpse. 

It had only been twenty days since Anna Tao fell into the valley. If she was already dead, her body 

should not have completely rotted. 

Sheng Xiao suspected that Anna Tao was eaten by some animal. She might not even have a corpse left. 

But he dared not tell Yu Huang about it. 

Yu Huang had also thought of this possibility. 

“Sheng Xiao, could she have been… eaten?” 

Sheng Xiao did not want to lie to Yu Huang. After a moment of silence, he said, “Yu Huang, the chances 

of her surviving after falling from such a high cliff are slim.” 

Yu Huang was unwilling to leave just like that. She said, “Let’s split up and search.” 

“Okay.” 

The two expanded their search range and continued to search. 

After searching for more than half an hour, Yu Huang found some clues. Just as she was about to find 

another place to search, she heard a strange sound. 

That sound was very soft. If Yu Huang’s hearing wasn’t sharp, she wouldn’t have noticed it at all. 

Yu Huang could tell that the thing was coming from above her head. She subconsciously raised her head 

and looked up. She saw an incomparably huge monster with a young girl’s face. It looked like a spider 

yet also 

like an ant. It was lying on top of the spiderweb and staring at her with a hungry gaze. 

Seeing that familiar face appear on the body of a monster, Yu Huang’s breathing suddenly stopped. 

“A… Anna…”. 

Chapter 183: I’m Sorry For Being Late 

 

The human-faced spider lay on the spider web while staring at Yu Huang with excitement like a hungry 

wolf that had seen a piece of fresh meat. 

Being stared at by such a pair of creepy eyes, even Yu Huang could not help but feel her hair stand on 

end. 

“Anna?” Yu Huang called out tentatively. 

However, when the spider heard Anna’s name, it did not have any special reaction. 



It raised one of its legs and lightly cut the spider web, causing a crack to appear on the spider web. The 

human-faced spider crawled into the crack and used its eight long legs to support its fat belly as it 

landed in front of Yu Huang. 

It grinned and drooled. 

It was drooling because of the energy in Yu Huang’s body. 

Yu Huang knew that the human-faced spider was treating her as food and could not help but curse in 

her heart. 

The human-faced spider suddenly flew into the air before opening its mouth and spitting out a few 

strands of sticky, gray poison spider silk at Yu Huang. 

Knowing that this thing was extremely corrosive and poisonous, Yu Huang did not dare to touch it. She 

hurriedly flew a hundred meters away and landed on a crooked tree. 

Sheng Xiao was looking for Tao Anna on the other side. He heard the sound of animals crawling. He 

turned around and saw a huge spider chasing after Yu Huang. 

Sheng Xiao summoned the Black Qing Sky Dragon and flew to Yu Huang’s side. 

“Are you alright?” Sheng Xiao asked Yu Huang. 

Yu Huang stared at the approaching spider and shook her head. “I’m fine.” 

Because the spider had its head lowered, Sheng Xiao could not see its face. He could only see its 

enormous body. “It should be a level-two demon beast.” Sheng Xiao held the Dragon’s Sword and was 

about to kill the spider. 

Sensing Sheng Xiao’s intentions, Yu Huang quickly grabbed his wrist. “No!” 

Sheng Xiao was confused. “Why?” 

Yu Huang pointed at the spider and reminded Sheng Xiao, “Look.” 

At that moment, the spider raised its head. 

Sheng Xiao turned around and saw the spider’s face. 

Sheng Xiao’s expression changed when he saw Tao Anna’s face on the spider. “How did this happen? Is 

that Anna?” 

“Yes,” Yu Huang said. “Have you forgotten that Anna’s beast form is a mutated devouring beast? This 

thing can devour everything in the world.” 

Sheng Xiao frowned and said thoughtfully, “You suspect that Anna swallowed the poisonous spider?” 

Yu Huang shook her head and said, “No, I suspect that this poisonous spider swallowed Anna when she 

was seriously injured. In the end, Anna swallowed it instead. It seems that Anna and the poisonous 

spider have become one.” 

. That’s possible.’ 



The two of them conversed for a short while before the spider crawled beneath them and was about to 

launch a second round of attacks. 

Yu Huang and Sheng Xiao flew up at the same time and landed on different trees. Yu Huang shouted at 

Sheng Xiao, “Sheng Xiao, don’t kill her. Capture her alive!” 

“Alright!” 

“I’ll lure her into the trap. Protect me!” With that, Yu Huang jumped down from the tree and landed in 

front 

of the human-faced spider. She folded her wings, turned around, and ran. 

The human-faced spider sensed the presence of a stranger and immediately turned around to chase 

after Yu Huang. As it chased, it spat silk at Yu Huang. 

As Yu Huang fled, she summoned her psychic power and condensed it into the shape of a long rope. 

Yu Huang ran through the forest while holding onto the psychic rope. If the spider could think, it would 

realize that Yu Huang was actually running around it. 

The psychic rope formed an airtight net around the crooked tree, trapping the spider inside. When the 

spider realized that it was trapped and wanted to escape, Sheng Xiao flew in another direction. 

Black Qing Sky Dragon swung its tail and sent the spider flying. 

Yu Huang suddenly retracted her five fingers, and the large psychic cage instantly tightened before 

binding the human-faced spider into a Silkworm Baby. 

They had finally captured the human-faced spider. 

Because Yu Huang had expended too much energy, the protective shield on her body was so faint that it 

was about to dissipate. 

Sheng Xiao saw that it was almost time for Yu Huang. He quickly crushed the distress talisman. 

The moment the distress talisman was crushed, Lin Jiansheng descended from the sky and kicked the 

spiderweb in the sky before landing in front of them 

Seeing that Yu Huang and Sheng Xiao did not lose any arms or legs, Lin Jiansheng relaxed. 

Seeing a huge Silkworm Baby lying on the ground, Lin Jiansheng asked Yu Huang, “What is this?” 

Yu Huang said, “It’s a kind of spider demon beast.” 

“Wow, it’s quite big.” 

Lin Jiansheng’s expression turned solemn when he saw the spider’s head. 

He said, “This is a Nightmare Spider. Its spider silk has an illusionary effect. Many people who 

accidentally entered the Broken Cliff Valley were poisoned by this poison and lost themselves in the 

valley, so they became their food.” 



“There are countless spiders like this in this valley. It seems that Anna has fused with this Nightmare 

Spider.” Yu Huang hurriedly asked, “Mentor, is Anna still alive?” 

“Both she and the Nightmare Spider want to devour each other. Anna’s face is still there, which means 

that the Nightmare Spider hasn’t completely absorbed her. She should still be alive.” 

Lin Jiansheng swiped his right hand across the top of the Nightmare Spider and stored it into his 

interspatial ring. Lin Jiansheng lowered his head and looked at the bones all over the gound. A hint of 

sadness appeared in his eyes. “There are more skeletons here than before.” 

“Yes!” Lin Jiansheng explained. “Back then, when my cultivation level reached Level 7, I encountered a 

bottleneck. No matter what, I was unable to break through to Level 8. For this, I specially found this 

valley with the most grievous energy to cultivate in.” 

“I’ve been in seclusion here for five years before I successfully broke through my cultivation and 

advanced to a Level 8 Purifying Spirit Master.” With that said, Lin Jiansheng glanced at Yu Huang again 

and told her, “In the future, this will also be a place for you to train.” 

Sheng Xiao raised his eyebrows when he heard that. He looked at the terrible environment at the 

bottom of the valley and felt sorry for Yu Huang. However, his rationality reminded him that he could 

not be soft-hearted and stop Yu Huang from growing. 

Yu Huang herself was not dissatisfied with Lin Jiansheng’s arrangement. She said, “I’ll listen to Mentor’s 

arrangements.” 

“We’ll talk about this in the future.” Seeing that the protective shield on Yu Huang’s body was almost 

gone, 

Lin Jiansheng said, “Let’s leave the valley first and find a safe place to talk.” 

“Alright!” 

The three of them flew out of the valley and landed in the forest. 

After finding a wide lawn, Lin Jiansheng released the spider from his interspatial ring. 

As soon as it was released, the human-faced spider struggled with all its might while emitting 

intermittent whooshing sounds. 

Lin Jiansheng walked in front of the spider and stood still. He took out the Psychic Scepter and 

summoned the Psychic Sphere. Then, he closed his eyes and started chanting the Spirit Purification 

Incantation with a pious expression. 

As soon as the Spirit Purification Incantation was heard, all the trees in the forest seemed to have been 

awakened. The leaves trembled slightly, and wisps of almost invisible green psychic energy surged 

towards Lin Jiansheng’s Psychic Scepter, which was then injected into the spider’s body. 

The human-faced spider, which had been struggling violently just a moment ago, gradually relaxed after 

being comforted by the power of psychic energy. It laid limply on the ground while staring blankly at a 

certain spot without moving. 



This was the first time Yu Huang had seen Lin Jiansheng purifying the spirit of a demon beast. This was a 

rare opportunity. She watched seriously and even silently memorized the Purifying Spirit incantation. 

The purifying process lasted for a long time. 

At a certain moment, the human-faced spider’s lifeless eyes finally regained some clarity. Its pupils 

trembled slightly for a moment before it looked towards the direction where Yu Huang and the others 

were standing. 

Upon seeing Yu Huang, the human-faced spider’s eyes suddenly turned red. 

“Ho ho ho!” The human-faced spider opened its mouth and let out an involuntary roar towards Yu 

Huang. It seemed to have recognized her and was somewhat moved. 

Yu Huang knew that Anna’s will had been awakened. She quickly told her, “Anna, you must break free 

from the Nightmare Spider to survive!” 

Tao Anna seemed to have understood Yu Huang’s words, and her gaze suddenly became firm. 

At this moment, Lin Jianshengs incantation suddenly became more intense, and the psychic energy 

surging into the spider’s body became stronger and stronger. Under the suppression of Lin Jiansheng’s 

psychic energy, the human-faced spider’s consciousness became weaker and weaker, while Tao Anna’s 

will became firmer. 

She and the human-faced spider were engaged in a mental battle. 

The human-faced spider began to struggle violently. Its eyes were sometimes as evil as a beast’s, and 

sometimes as pure as a young girl’s. 

This process continued for over twenty minutes before the spider slowly stopped. 

Splash! 

A hole opened in the spider’s stomach from the inside, and Anna Tao slid out with a sharp dagger in her 

hand. 

In the end, Anna Tao won the battle. 

“Anna!” Seeing this, Yu Huang hurriedly ran over and hugged Anna before bringing her away from the 

poisonous spider. 

After placing Anna Tao flat on the ground, Yu Huang quickly took out a towel and wiped away the acid 

on her body. 

After a long while, Tao Anna opened her eyes. She stared at Yu Huang in confusion for a long time 

before finally recognizing her. 

Anna Tao wrapped her arms tightly around Yu Huan<s shoulders while sobbing her heart out. 

Anna Tao thought that she was dead meat for sure, but who would have thought that there was 

someone in this world who had not given up on her? Yu Huang was like a ray of light, bringing light to 

Anna Tao, who was trapped in hell. 



Yu Huangs heart almost shattered when she heard Anna Tao’s words. 

Anna Tao’s body was covered with the acid from the poisonous spider’s stomach. It was disgusting to 

smell, but Yu Huang could endure it without changing her expression. She patted Anna Tao’s head lightly 

and apologized to her guiltily. “I’m sorry for being late.” 

Yu Huang couldn’t imagine what would have happened if she hadn’t come looking for Anna Tao. Would 

she have been devoured by the Nightmare Spider?. 

Chapter 184: Decision 

  

 

“Don’t say you’re sorry. I’m the one who should say it. Thank you.” Yu Huang had taken the risk to come 

to the Broken Cliff to look for her. This was the greatest kindness to Anna Tao. 

How could she blame Yu Huang? 

Seeing that they had something to say, Sheng Xiao left considerately. 

Lin Jiansheng noticed that Sheng Xiao had left. He clapped his hands happily and turned around to tease 

Anna Tao. “Little one, I was the one who saved you from the Nightmare Spider. You can’t just thank Yu 

Huang and not me.” 

Lin Jiansheng had lost his long hair and beard, and he was not wearing a Purifying Spirit Master robe. 

Anna Tao almost did not recognize him. 

Fortunately, she still recognized Lin Jiansheng’s scepter. 

“Dean Lin!” Anna Tao quickly knelt down and kowtowed a few times to Lin Jiansheng. “Thank you, thank 

you for saving me, Dean Lin. I will forever remember this kindness!’ 

Lin Jiansheng accepted Anna Tao’s greeting. 

“Alright, get up.” 

Lin Jiansheng smelled Anna Tao’s sour smell. “There should be a stream in the mountains. Take her to 

take a bath first before we talk.” Then, Lin Jiansheng chased after Sheng Xiao. Yu Huang helped Anna 

Tao up and led her deeper into the forest. 

After walking a distance, they found a small stream. 

Yu Huang took out a set of clean clothes from her interspatial ring and placed it on a rock. Only then did 

she say to Anna Tao, “Go take a bath. I’ll start a fire.” 

“Okay.” 

Anna Tao stripped off her sour, wet clothes and jumped into the stream pool. Yu Huang heard the sound 

of water falling and turned to look at Anna Tao. 

When she turned around, she saw Anna Tao’s back full of wounds. 



Those scars were mostly whip marks, and there were also some cuts that could only be caused by sharp 

blades cutting through flesh. 

What did Anna encounter at Yu Hui Academy? 

Yu Huang frowned deeply and took a deep breath before barely suppressing the anger in her heart. Only 

then did she bend down to pick up the sticks on the ground, put them together, and started a fire by the 

stream. 

It was cold in winter, and Anna Tao was shivering in the cold water. However, she still carefully washed 

her entire body before wearing the clothes Yu Huang gave her. She shivered and walked to Yu Huang’s 

side to sit down. 

Yu Huang quickly released the belt of her windbreaker and pulled Anna Tao into her arms while using 

her body’s warmth to warm her up. 

Anna Tao leaned into her arms and put her arms close to the fire to warm herself for a while. Only then 

did Anna Tao’s bruised cheeks regain their color. 

Now that her body was warm, Anna Tao had the desire to confide in her. 

“Is it my fault?” Anna Tao suddenly asked in a low voice. “Why are they all bullying me?” 

Yu Huang had no idea how to answer her question. 

As if she was talking to herself, she continued, “In the beginning, I also looked for the professor to report 

them. However, the professor asked me why they didn’t bully others and only bullied me. They even 

asked me to reflect on myself…” 

Anna Tao was so angry that her lips were trembling. She scratched her curly hair and said in anguish, “I 

don’t know what I did wrong. Is it because I stutter?” 

Anna Tao looked up at Yu Huang and asked, “Yu Huang, is stuttering a crime?” 

Was stuttering a crime? 

“Stuttering is never a sin.” Children who were bullied were usually innocent. 

“Then why did they bully me?” 

“Because they’re all trash.” Yu Huang poked the fire in the bonfire with a wooden stick. She said, “Only 

trash who can’t find a sense of accomplishment in life will band together to bully the weak. Anna, it’s 

not a crime to stutter and be weak, it’s them who are guilty.” 

When she received a completely different answer from what she got from the professor, she suddenly 

burst into tears. 

Her cries were earth-shattering, as if she wanted to cry out all the grievances she had suffered in the 

past six months. 

After crying for a long time, Anna Tao carelessly wiped away her tears. 



“Yu Huang, I don’t want to be bullied anymore!” When she said this, Anna Tao no longer stuttered. At 

the same time, her gaze became firm and cold. 

She did not want to be bullied anymore. 

She had had enough! 

Yu Huang was not surprised that Anna Tao would have such thoughts. She asked calmly, “Then what do 

you want to do?” 

Anna Tao did not say anything, but her eyes were filled with killing intent and destruction. 

Yu Huang could guess what Anna Tao was planning. She was supposed to advise Anna Tao not to act 

rashly and not ruin her future for those scumbags. 

However, she was not the one who was whipped, cut, and humiliated. She had no right to ask Anna Tao 

to be a magnanimous good person. 

Yu Huang threw the wooden stick in her hand into the flames, causing sparks to fly. 

“If you don’t want to be bullied, then you should become stronger!” 

Upon hearing this, Anna Tao raised her head and stared at Yu Huang. “You… you’re not going to stop 

me?” She thought that Yu Huang would persuade her to let go of all her grudges and be a good person. 

Yu Huang gave her a faint smile and said, “Becoming strong doesn’t conflict with being a good person. 

But Anna, remember, it’s not wrong to return a tooth for a tooth, but killing the innocent isn’t allowed. 

Remember, don’t go down the wrong path.” 

Anna Tao stopped talking for a moment. 

She could not guarantee that she would not go down the wrong path. 

Anna Tao didn’t want to lie to Yu Huang, but she also didn’t want to disappoint her, so she changed the 

topic. ‘I l didn’t expect you to be with Master… Supreme Master Sheng. I wish you all the best, Yu 

Huang.” 

Yu Huang could tell that Anna was deliberately changing the topic, but she was considerate enough not 

to expose her. 

Nodding her head, Yu Huang said, “Thank you.” 

It became silent again. 

In the end, it was Yu Huang who broke the silence first. She asked Anna Tao, “What plans do you have in 

the future?” 

Anna Tao thought about it seriously before saying, “I’m going back to Yu Hui Academy. Once I’m done, I 

might become an itinerant cultivator.” 

Even though Yu Huang knew what Anna Tao was going to do when she returned to school, she still 

pretended to be confused. “What are you going back to Yu Hui Academy for?” 



Anna Tao fell silent. 

“Anna, think carefully. Once you leave, there will be no turning back. In the future, you will become a 

fiendish cultivator that everyone will detest. ” 

A Mutated Devouring Beast was a demonic beast. It could devour other people’s beast forms to increase 

its own cultivation. Who wouldn’t be afraid of such a Beast Tamer? 

Anna Tao smiled in relief and said, “Then I won’t go. I’ll… I’ll just be an itinerant cultivator. I won’t go 

back to school.” 

Yu Huang, not believing her words at all, looked at her deeply. 

Anna Tao felt unsettled by Yu Huang. She quickly stood up and threw all the firewood that was still 

burning in the fire into the stream. 

Doing so would prevent the mountain fire from erupting. 

When Anna Tao was done, she said, ‘Yu Huang, Supreme Master Sheng and the others are here. You 

should go back. I…” She looked down at the clean white sneakers on her feet. “1 should go,” she 

whispered. 

Yu Huang turned around and saw Sheng Xiao and Lin Jiansheng waiting for her. 

Anna Tao gave Yu Huang a sweet and cute smile. She made a gesture of goodbye to Yu Huang. “Let’s go. 

See you next time.” 

See you next time? 

After all, Yu Hui Academy was a high-level Beast Tamer Academy. Although there weren’t many masters 

in the academy, there was still a group of masters overseeing it. If Anna Tao really ran back and killed 

someone, would she be able to leave Yu Hui Academy alive? 

They would probably never see each other again. 

Anna Tao’s smile faded when she saw that Yu Huang hadn’t left. She looked up at the dark sky and said, 

“It’s getting late, so I’ll be leaving first!” 

After saying that, Anna Tao bowed to Lin Jiansheng, who was in the distance, and ran off into the forest. 

Sheng Xiao and Lin Jiansheng walked over. 

Seeing that Yu Huang was still staring at the direction Anna Tao left in a daze, Sheng Xiao said to Yu 

Huang, “Everyone has their own fate. She has to walk her own path.” 

Everyone has their own fate? 

Lin Jiansheng also said, “Let’s go. It’s time for your break to end.” Yu Huang was a new student, so she 

would be punished if she missed classes. 

Yu Huang left the Broken Cliff with Sheng Xiao and the rest. 



The barren mountain below her was vast and boundless. It swallowed Anna Tao, and she could not even 

see her clothes. 

The aircraft flew towards the city. After flying for a while, Yu Huang suddenly said to Sheng Xiao, “Send 

me back!” 

Sheng Xiao was stunned. 

Lin Jiansheng, who was dozing off, raised his head and looked at her. 

As if he knew what Yu Huang was going to do, Lin Jiansheng asked, “Have you thought it through?” 

Yu Huang nodded and stared at Lin Jiansheng. She said, “Mentor, you once told me that when you first 

entered the Divine Realm Academy, you were once looked down upon and looked down upon by other 

students. It was the Prime Master who helped you out in public and praised you for being an 

outstanding student. That was why those students changed their opinion of you.” 

After a pause, Yu Huang continued, “Mentor, have you thought about what kind of life you would be 

living now if he hadn’t helped you out back then? Would you still be on the path of a Purifying Spirit 

Master?” 

Lin Jiansheng was speechless. 

He couldn’t help but seriously consider Yu Huang’s hypothesis. If it wasn’t for the fact that the Prime 

Master had helped him out back then, then his school life would definitely be filled with ridicule and 

exclusion. His confidence would be crushed, and he would never be able to recover from this setback. 

He would live a life of mediocrity. 

Yu Huang tilted her head and looked at Sheng Xiao. She said, “You said that everyone has their own 

destiny. If that’s the case, why did you go to the Black Dome to help me find the Purifying Spirit Sacred 

Pearl after confirming that my beast form had failed?” 

Sheng Xiao’s lips moved. He did not know how to explain himself. 

“The selfless Prime Master changed my mentor’s fate, and Sheng Xiao changed mine. Why can’t I 

change Anna’s fate?” 

Yu Huang clenched her fists tightly. She said, “1 clearly know that after this separation, Anna will go 

down the wrong path. How can I sit by and do nothing?” 

“I’m not trying to be a good person and save the world. I just want to help her. Just like how the Prime 

Master helped my mentor and Sheng Xiao helped me find the Purifying Spirit Sacred Pearl.” 

Sheng Xiao did not refute her. He turned the aircraft around and flew back to the Broken Cliff.. 

Chapter 185 Snatching Something Is Sweet 

The sun had set in the valley and night was about to fall. 

Anna Tao was traveling alone through the jungle. After witnessing the sins of human nature, although 

she was alone in the middle of a barren mountain, she didn’t feel afraid at all. 



Nothing was scarier than the human heart. 

Suddenly, she heard the sound of an aircraft flying over her head. She looked up into the sky and found 

that the aircraft had stopped above her head. 

Anna Tao felt instinctively uneasy. 

Could it be that those people in the academy suspected that she was still alive and specially sent people 

to find her? 

At that moment, the hatch to the aircraft opened. A pair of fiery red wings unfurled in the air as Yu 

Huang descended from the sky. 

Anna Tao’s mouth gaped open as she watched Yu Huang return. 

“Yu Huang? Why have you returned?” When she saw Yu Huang, all of Anna Tao’s uneasiness vanished, 

and only confusion remained. 

She could not guess the reason behind Yu Huang’s return. 

Yu Huang folded her wings and walked over to Anna Tao. “I only have a few words. Listen carefully.” 

Seeing Yu Huang’s solemn expression, Anna Tao nodded subconsciously. “Go ahead, I’ll listen.” 

Yu Huang told her, “I came back to look for you because I know what you’re planning. You’re planning to 

go back to Yu Hui Academy and start a massacre. Even if you don’t return, you won’t hesitate.” 

Anna Tao’s face turned pale. 

Yu Huang knew that she was right when she saw Anna Tao’s expression change. 

“I didn’t come back to persuade you to let go of those grudges, to be a good person, or to be a saint. I 

just wanted to tell you that your future is still very long and will be very exciting. There’s no need to 

sacrifice your life for a bunch of trash.” 

“Anna Tao, you haven’t picked up your mother yet. You haven’t brought her a happy life. Is it worth it to 

lose everything to those pieces of trash?” 

Anna Tao was moved when she heard this. 

“I know it’s not worth it,” Anna Tao bit her lip and said. “But I can’t accept it. They bullied and 

humiliated me. How can I, how can I take this lying down!” 

Yu Huang said, “It’s normal to be unwilling. But there are many ways to take revenge on them, yet you 

chose the silliest and most foolish one!” 

Anna Tao said, “I have no other choice!” 

“You do!” Yu Huang said, “The Divine Realm Academy has a rearing department. Every year, they will 

recruit some mediocre but upright Beast Tamers to help raise demon beasts. This department has the 

worst treatment in our academy, and the conditions are also the worst, because they work every day to 

raise those demon beasts in the back mountain.” 



“If you’re willing, I’m willing to be your guarantor and recommend you to be a breeder at the Divine 

Realm Academy. You can use your rest time to study with me and grow together!” 

“In the future, when you become stronger and far surpass that bunch of trash, you can publicly issue a 

challenge to that bunch of trash from the Yu Hui Academy and openly defeat them. Wouldn’t that be 

great?” 

After saying all that, Yu Huang extended her right hand towards Anna Tao and asked, “Are you willing to 

go back with me to train hard and defeat those trash openly in the future, or are you willing to return to 

Yu Hui Academy and fight to the death with them?” 

Anna Tao was shocked. 

She stared at Yu Huang’s outstretched hand with tears glistening in her eyes. “Yu Huang, is it worth it to 

vouch for someone like me?” 

Yu Huang’s lips curved into a light smile as she said, “It’s worth it!” 

Anna Tao grabbed Yu Huang’s palm when she heard this, and she seemed to have grabbed the ray of 

light in her life. “Yu Huang, from today onward, I’ll obey you!” 

On the way back, there were four people. 

Anna Tao was very reserved. She did not dare to talk to the Level 8 Purifying Spirit Master or the well-

known Sheng Xiao. She obediently sat beside Yu Huang. 

But Sheng Xiao found her an eyesore. 

re. 

This little girl had been occupying Yu Huang ever since she appeared. She was not a baby that had yet to 

be weaned! 

When they arrived at the capital of Cangyuan Empire, Lin Jiansheng jumped off the plane and waved at 

them before entering the train station and taking a taxi back to the Prosperous Capital. 

Yu Huang and the other two had to hitch a ride back to the Divine Realm Academy. 

There were three seats on each side of the train. Anna Tao sat by the window while Yu Huang sat in the 

middle. Sheng Xiao sat by the corridor. 

In the car, Anna Tao stuttered as she asked Yu Huang many questions about the Divine Realm Academy. 

Yu Huang patiently answered them all. 

Sheng Xiao listened expressionlessly without saying a word. 

After chatting for more than an hour, Yu Huang got up and went to the toilet alone. 

After Yu Huang left, there was no one else between Sheng Xiao and Anna Tao. Anna Tao tilted her head 

to look at Sheng Xiao. When she saw Master Sheng’s cold expression, she quickly looked away. 

In Anna Tao’s eyes, Master Sheng was like a god in heaven. She could only admire him, and could not 

look or think of anything else. 



Sheng Xiao suddenly turned to look at her. 

Anna Tao, afraid that she wasn’t behaving properly, instinctively sat up straight. 

“Miss Anna.” 

When she heard her name, Anna Tao quivered. Like a student who had been picked by a teacher to 

answer a question, she shouted loudly, “I’m here!” Thanks to Anna, the two of them became the focus 

of attention in the car. 

Sheng Xiao’s expression turned ugly. Anna Tao realized that she had made herself a joke out of being 

too nervous. Anna Tao bowed her head submissively and blushed to the neck. 

Sheng Xiao looked at her deeply. Then, he said meaningfully, “Miss Anna, Yu Huang doesn’t like to have 

too much physical contact with people. She doesn’t like commotion either. So, don’t talk to her all the 

time. You shouldn’t reach out and touch her.” 

Hearing that, Anna Tao asked incredulously, “Really?” 

Sheng Xiao nodded solemnly. “Of course. We are a couple. I know what she likes.” 

Anna Tao believed him. “Then, then I’ll talk less and have less physical contact with her.” 

“Yeah.” 

At that moment, Yu Huang returned with a box of fruit platter in her hand. She sat down and opened 

the platter. She picked up a toothpick and stuck a piece of dragonfruit meat into it before handing it to 

Anna Tao. 

Anna Tao remembered what Sheng Xiao said to her. When she saw that Yu Huang was going to feed her 

fruits, she waved her hand and said, “I can do it myself!” 

Yu Huang must have seen how pitiful she was and thus took care of her. It was time for her to be 

sensible and not cause trouble for Yu Huang. 

Thinking of that, she quickly picked up a piece of yellow peach meat and ate it. 

Yu Huang did not notice the change in Anna Tao. 

Seeing that Anna Tao refused to eat the fruit in her hand, Yu Huang was about to eat it herself when 

Sheng Xiao asked, “Is it sweet?” Sheng Xiao had taken out a book and was reading it. At that moment, 

he was holding the book with his left hand and flipping through the pages with his right hand. He did not 

have any spare hand to eat fruit. Yu Huang brought the piece of meat to Sheng Xiao’s mouth. “Want 

some?” 

Sheng Xiao opened his mouth and took the fruit. He took a bite and tasted the sweetness. “It’s very 

sweet.” 

The fruit he snatched was sweet. 

Chapter 186: The Family of Three Left Just Like That 

 



Mo City did not have a train or car that went straight to the academy. Sheng Xiao wanted to rent an off-

road vehicle but Yu Huang said, “Let’s buy an off-road vehicle.” 

Sheng Xiao asked Yu Huang, “Are you driving?” 

“Yeah.” 

“You know how to drive?” 

Yu Huang looked at Sheng Xiao in disbelief. “I can drive anything except the yellow car.” 

At first, Sheng Xiao did not understand what she was talking about. He thought that it was the yellow 

cabs from old movies. It was not until he saw Yu Huang’s mocking smile that he finally understood. 

He looked at Yu Huang with a playful expression. This little girl was young, but she knew quite a lot. 

Yu Huang blinked at Sheng Xiao on purpose while hinting at him. “Can you teach me more when you’re 

free?” 

Sheng Xiao glanced at Anna Tao. She looked like a little dummy and did not understand what they were 

talking about. Then, he nodded seriously and said, “Let’s teach each other.” 

“Yeah.” 

There were two cars in MO City. They went to the one closest to the bus stop. 

Yu Huang had lived through the end of the world 200 years ago, so she was naturally very familiar with 

the structure and principles of cars. 

After entering the car park, Yu Huang did not need any introduction from the staff. She went straight to 

the off-road vehicle area and quickly picked a two-meter tall off-road vehicle. 

The SUVs reputation and performance were average. Sheng Xiao did not understand why Yu Huang 

chose it. Yu Huang’s answer was, “The body of the car is sturdy and durable. There is enough space in 

the car. It is easy to modify.” 

Sheng Xiao raised his eyebrows. “You know about cars? ‘ 

“I know everything.” She knew how to pamper children best. 

looked at her strangely. She was only 19 years old. How did she know about this? Didn’t she used to 

film? 

Did actors nowadays know so much? 

The final price of the SUV was 600,000 yuan. Sheng Xiao wanted to buy the car and give it to Yu Huang, 

but she said, “No, of course I have to pay for my own car.” 

Sheng Xiao felt helpless. 

He felt that he was really useless as a boyfriend. Yu Huang knew how to fight and earn money. He didn’t 

even have the chance to pay for things. 



Yu Huang could tell what Sheng Xiao was thinking when she saw how unhappy he was. She thought for a 

while and said, “Why don’t you pay 120 thousand yuan for the passenger seat?” 

asked subconsciously, “Why 120 thousand?” 

“There are five seats in a car. If you buy the passenger seat, it will be $120,000.” Yu Huang patted Sheng 

Xiao’s chest and said, “If you buy it, it will be your exclusive seat. No one can sit in it.” 

Sheng Xiao took out the money willingly. He felt that the car was his and Yu Huang’s child. 

After buying the car, the three of them went to the car dealership to register. Because Yu Huang was a 

Beast Tamer, she didn’t need to queue to directly register at the VIP registration counter. After they 

settled everything, the sky still wasn’t dark. 

“Go home before it gets dark.” 

“Okay.” 

The car belonged to Yu Huang. Naturally, she sat in the driver’s seat. 

sat in the front passenger seat while Anna Tao obediently sat in the middle of the backseat. 

Yu Huang turned around to look at Anna Tao and suddenly said, “Why do I feel like we’re taking care of 

a child?” 

Sheng Xiao turned to look at Anna Tao. 

Anna Tao was very petite. She was not even 1.6 meters tall. Yu Huang was slightly over 1.7 meters tall. 

Her clothes made Anna Tao look even smaller. 

Anna Tao sat in the back row. Her face was round and fair. She really looked like a doll. 

Anna Tao felt uneasy when Sheng Xiao and Yu Huang were staring at her. She intertwined her fingers 

and rolled her eyes. Then, she asked tentatively, “Then… Dad, Mom?” 

Sheng Xiao and Yu Huang were speechless. 

The two of them had goosebumps all over their bodies. They quickly turned around, started the car, and 

left. 

Anna Tao could not hold it in anymore. She burst out laughing. Sheng Xiao and Yu Huang found it funny 

too. 

Yu Huang bumped Sheng Xiao. “Are the three of us crazy?” 

Sheng Xiao smiled even wider. 

This was the first time Yu Huang saw Sheng Xiao laughing so heartily ever since they met. She could not 

help but take a few more glances at him. 

Sheng Xiao noticed Yu Huang’s peeping gaze and realized that he wasn’t acting very mature. So, he 

stopped smiling and put on a mature look. 

Yu Huang said, “Smile more in the future. You look handsome when you smile.” 



Sheng Xiao did not seem to hear her. 

The car drove out of the city and followed the cement road for more than two hours before entering the 

vast desert. When they arrived at Skysplit Tower, it was already dark. 

“Looks like we can only return to school tomorrow morning when the tower door opens.” 

Anna Tao knew nothing about the rules of the Divine Realm Academy. After getting out of the car, she 

looked up at the towering, ancient building in front of her and was a little dazed. 

“Yu Huang, where is the Divine Realm Academy?” 

She didn’t even see the school gate, let alone the school. 

Yu Huang pointed towards the Skysplit Tower and said, “It’s below this.” 

Anna Tao looked even more confused. 

Sheng Xiao explained when he saw Anna Tao’s confused expression. “The Divine Realm Academy is in an 

independent space. The Skysplit Tower is the only way to the Divine Realm Academy.” 

Anna Tao suddenly felt like a country bumpkin entering a city and knew nothing about the Divine Realm 

Academy. 

Yu Huang was about to rest in the car when Sheng Xiao said, “Don’t wait for tomorrow morning. I’m on 

good terms with the guide. I’ll ask him to open the door for us.” 

“Really? 

Seeing that Yu Huang did not believe him, Sheng Xiao felt embarrassed. He took a step forward, raised 

his head and shouted, “Uncle Ji, please open the door!” 

No one responded to Sheng Xiao. 

Yu Huang was about to mock Sheng Xiao when the door of the 

Skysplit Tower opened slowly. The guide in the Divine Realm Academy’s uniform was standing behind 

the door while holding a glowing lamp. 

Sheng Xiao bowed to the guide. “Uncle Ji, sorry to disturb you.” Yu Huang bowed to the guide too. Anna 

Tao followed suit. 

Uncle Ji nodded and took a step back. “Come in.” 

Sheng Xiao walked at the front. Yu Huang put the off-road vehicle into the bracelet space storage. Then, 

she held Anna Tao’s arm and walked toward the Skysplit Tower. 

The guide stared at Anna Tao for a moment, then said abruptly, “This child is not our student.” 

Anna Tao anxiously stopped in her tracks. 

Sheng Xiao came to Yu Huang’s side and explained to the guide, ‘The school’s breeder department is 

recruiting a breeder recently. My friend wants to give it a try.” 



Hearing that, the guide gave Anna Tao a deep look and evaluated, “This child’s heart is unfair, impure, 

and too vicious. Such a person will not obtain the approval of the demon beasts. She is not suitable.” 

couldn’t help but bite her lip. Her face paled. 

“We will know after the interview whether she is suitable or not.” Sheng Xiao said to Yu Huang, “Bring 

her in.” 

Seeing that Uncle Ji didn’t try to stop her, Yu Huang pulled Anna Tao into Skysplit Tower. 

The guide opened the door for them and went back to rest. Yu Huang took out the Night-Luminescent 

Pearl and lit the lamp. The three of them walked down the stairs. Yu Huang said, “What should we do if 

Anna can’t be recognized by the demon beasts?” 

Sheng Xiao glanced at Anna Tao. She was eavesdropping on their conversation. He said expressionlessly, 

“We’ve given her a chance. It’s up to her whether she can get it.” 

Sheng Xiao glanced at Anna Tao. She was eavesdropping on their conversation. He said expressionlessly, 

“I’ve given her a chance. It’s up to her whether she can get it.” 

After walking a distance, they finally arrived at the small square, 

There were thick stone pillars around the square. There was a bronze bell hanging on them. Sheng Xiao 

walked to one of the pillars and pulled the string. 

The copper bell rang while echoing through the underground plaza. 

Soon, a roller coaster drove out of the abyss and stopped in front of them. 

It was still Uncle Zhang who was driving. He was in a hurry to get off work, so he shouted at them with a 

dark expression, “Get in the car and I’ll send you guys to the station. I need to rest too!” 

“Sorry to trouble you, Uncle Zhang.” 

As soon as the three of them were seated, the roller coaster sped away. 

Anna Tao’s screams echoed through the underground world, shaking Yu Huang’s ears until they felt 

numb. After getting off the roller coaster, Anna Tao was already half dead and could barely walk. 

After Anna Tao returned to her senses, the three of them boarded the flying bird and returned to the 

Divine Realm Academy. 

At nine o’clock in the night, the students had just finished their classes and were returning to their 

dorms in groups of three or three. Anna 

Tao stood on the field and looked at the geniuses wearing the uniform of the Divine Realm Academy. 

She felt inferior, but also yearned for it. 

Never in her wildest dreams had she imagined that a trashy Beast Tamer like her would actually have 

the qualifications to enter the Divine Realm Academy. 

Sheng Xiao told Yu Huang, “I’ve told Professor Mu about Anna. Let’s bring her to see her now.” 

“Okay.” 



Professor Mu knew that they would be back tonight, so she waited for them in the office. 

When Professor Mu saw Anna Tao, she stared at her with her sharp eyes for a moment. Then, she said 

to Sheng Xiao, “This child has too much hatred in her heart. She is too vengeful. I’m afraid she will not 

be able to take on the role of the breeder.” 

Yu Huang frowned when she heard that. She stood beside Sheng Xiao and said to Professor Mu, 

“Professor Mu, give her ten days. Ask her to go to the Breeding Department for an internship. If the 

demon beasts refuse to get close to her, Anna will leave voluntarily.” 

Anna Tao also knelt down in front of Professor Mu. “Professor Mu, please give me a chance!” 

Professor Mu looked at Anna Tao, then at Yu Huang and Sheng Xiao. In the end, she said, “Since Sheng 

Xiao and Yu Huang have pleaded for you, I am willing to give you this chance. I will give you ten days. If 

you can gain the approval of the demon beasts, I will let you work in the breeding department. ” 

“Thank you, Professor Mu! l‘ 

Professor Mu nodded and said to Sheng Xiao, “She’s not a student of our school. According to the rules, 

she can’t stay in the student dormitory. Take her to the Breeding Department. There’s a staff dormitory 

there. ” 

“Okay.” 

Sheng Xiao left with Anna Tao while Yu Huang was left behind by Professor Mtl. 

After Sheng Xiao left, Professor Mu said to Yu Huang, ‘Yu Huang, how did Anna survive after falling into 

the Broken Cliff?” 

Yu Huang understood that Professor Mu was suspecting Anna Tao. 

After a moment of silence, Yu Huang told Professor Mu about Anna Tao’s biggest secret. “Professor Mil, 

Anna’s beast form is not a useless ant, but a Mutated Devouring Beast.”. 

Chapter 187 The Awakened Supreme Master Sheng 

Upon hearing the name Mutated Devouring Beast, Professor Mu’s expression changed drastically. “She 

actually awakened a Mutated Devouring Beast?” 

Seeing Professor Mu’s reaction, Yu Huang felt like she seemed to know about it. She quickly asked, 

“Have you seen this kind of mutated beast before?” 

Shaking her head, Professor Mu said, “I’ve never seen a Mutated Devouring Beast before, but I’ve seen 

another type of mutated beast form when I was young.” 

Professor Mu told Yu Huang, “It’s a mutated mouse. It can be hidden into the body of an enemy by a 

Beast Tamer without a sound. It can secretly eat the host’s cultivation to increase the Beast Tamer’s 

cultivation. Later, when this person’s deeds were exposed, he was surrounded and killed. It’s said that 

after he died, his bones were turned into ashes and he could never reincarnate.” 

Yu Huang was extremely shocked when she heard this. “Burned his bones and scattered his ashes?” 



“Yes, Beast Tamers who can awaken their mutated beast forms are mostly demonic cultivators. Most of 

them have evil intentions and bring disaster to the world. The righteous cannot tolerate such demonic 

cultivators.” 

Professor Mu looked at Yu Huang with a complicated expression. She said, “This little friend of yours has 

a very evil heart. I’m afraid that she…” At this point, Professor Mu suddenly stopped. She waved her 

hand and said,” Forget it, this is all in the future. We can’t say for sure now.” 

Because it would be unfair to conclude things based on an uncertain possibility. 

“Forget it, go back and rest first.” 

“Professor Mu, you should rest early too.” 

Yu Huang turned to leave but was stopped by Professor Mu. “Yu Huang, in nine months, the Cong Lang 

Mystic Realm will appear in the Light Sea. Our school has a total of 100 slots. I hope that you can enter 

the top 100 of the Elite Ranking before then and represent our school to go to the Cong Wolf Mystic 

Realm.” Yu Huang stopped in her tracks. 

Although she also wanted to explore the Cong Lang Mystic Realm, but… 

Yu Huang turned around and met Professor Mu’s expectant gaze. She smiled helplessly and said, 

“Professor Mu, I’m still a first-year student.” 

She really did not have the confidence to enter the top 100 of the expert rankings before October. 

Professor Mu blinked at her. She said, “You’re the only dual cultivator in our continent. You have talent 

and ability. If you can break into the expert rankings in the first grade, why can’t you break into the top 

100 in the second grade? Believe in yourself.” 

Yu Huang instantly felt an immense pressure on her. 

“I’ll do my best.” 

When Yu Huang returned to the dormitory, she discovered that Na Luo and Sheng Yang had pasted a 

note on her room door: “Sheng Yang and I went to the Cultivation Hall to cultivate in seclusion. We’ll 

come out in a month.” 

Yu Huang tore off the note and was about to take a shower when she remembered that she did not 

have any points left in her point card. 

She left the room and went to Sheng Xiao’s dormitory. 

Sheng Xiao was not back yet. Yu Huang stood at the door of his dormitory and waited for a while before 

she heard his steady footsteps. Sheng Xiao walked around the corner of the elevator and was surprised 

to see Yu Huang standing at the door. 

“Yu Huang, why are you here?” 

Yu Huang was holding a pile of clothes in her hands. She patted the clothes and said, “I’m here to take a 

shower.” Sheng Xiao had an annual card. He could shower as many times as he wanted. 



Sheng Xiao frowned. 

In the middle of the night, Yu Huang specially came to his dormitory to take a shower. No matter how 

one looked at it, she seemed to have ulterior motives. 

However, she looked so calm that Sheng Xiao thought that it was an insult to Yu Huang to ponder about 

it. 

Sheng Xiao opened the door and let Yu Huang in. “Go wash up.” 

“Yeah.” 

Yu Huang was not shy at all. She took off her coat and sweater right in front of Sheng Xiao. She wore 

only a warm-up jacket and went into the bathroom. 

Sheng Xiao’s gaze lingered on Yu Huang’s slender back. Then, he walked into the kitchen and drank a 

glass of water. 

He heard the sound of water splashing in the bathroom and silently chanted a few times. 

Yu Huang took a long shower. 

After her shower, she emerged from the bathroom wearing a plush, pale green housecoat. Her black 

hair was wrapped in a towel, and her slender neck was exposed. 

Yu Huang looked up and noticed that Sheng Xiao’s expression was odd. She looked around and took off 

her mask. 

Sheng Xiao looked at her calmly without saying anything. 

Yu Huang held the mask and said to Sheng Xiao with an ugly face, “Don’t think about those things. If you 

can be impulsive with my face, I will sleep with you tonight.” 

Sheng Xiao was shocked by her words. 

Sheng Xiao said in a hoarse voice, “Don’t think about leaving tonight.” 

Yu Huang was stunned. She looked down at Sheng Xiao’s body and saw something she should not have 

seen. Her gaze froze. 

Taking a deep breath, Yu Huang silently put on her mask and turned to leave. “I’ll go. See you 

tomorrow.” After using his bathroom, she left. She was truly heartless. 

Sheng Xiao walked over quickly and grabbed her arm. He said in a low voice, “Don’t go. You can sleep on 

my bed. I’ll sleep in the study room.” Sheng Xiao did not want others to see Yu Huang’s flushed skin and 

wet hair after her shower. 

ro 

Yu Huang thought about it and agreed. 

“Good night, then.” 



She swaggered into Sheng Xiao’s room. She found a place and blew her hair dry with the hairdryer. 

Then, she laid on Sheng Xiao’s bed. 

Sheng Xiao was done showering soon. He knocked on the door and heard Yu Huang’s response. Then, he 

walked in with a can of drinks. 

Sheng Xiao placed the can of beverage on the bedside table and said to Yu Huang, “Have a drink before 

you sleep. It’s good for you.” 

She remembered that Sheng Xiao once said that she could drink as many drinks as she wanted after she 

became his girlfriend. Yu Huang felt invigorated. She raised two fingers and said, “Your girlfriend wants 

to drink two bottles tonight.” 

WS 

Sheng Xiao raised his eyebrows and looked at her deeply. He took out another bottle willingly and 

placed it on the bedside table. “Sleep early. Goodnight.” Sheng Xiao turned to leave, but Yu Huang 

grabbed his wrist. 

Yu Huang said, “Your body is quite hot.” 

Sheng Xiao explained, “Of course it’s hot after I bathed in hot water.” 

This was a reasonable excuse. 

Yu Huang let out a stifled laugh. Seeing that Sheng Xiao did not dare to meet her gaze, she asked again, 

“Did you come in just to bring me drinks?” 

Sheng Xiao’s throat bobbed. The mole beside his Adam’s apple moved as well. 

Yu Huang raised her head and looked at his cheeky mole. She suddenly pulled Sheng Xiao down with her 

right hand and laid him down beside her. Yu Huang suddenly turned around and put her hands on Sheng 

Xiao’s shoulders. 

Sheng Xiao’s pupils dilated. Yu Huang’s face filled his eyes. 

Yu Huang pressed her finger on the mole beside Sheng Xiao’s Adam’s apple. “Can I kiss it?” 

Reason told Sheng Xiao that he should reject her. Otherwise, it would be very difficult to clean up the 

mess tonight. But, he was a 26-year-old adult man. It was hard for him to say no to his girlfriend. 

Sheng Xiao curled his fingers. After a while, he said hoarsely, “Yes, you can kiss me anywhere.” 

After getting permission, Yu Huang leaned forward and kissed Sheng Xiao’s mole. 

Goosebumps crawled all over Sheng Xiao’s skin. 

Yu Huang’s kiss did not seem like a newbie’s kiss at all, but more like an experienced woman who had 

been through a lot. 

Wasn’t she experienced? She had already been engaged to Xuanyuan Jing. 



Sheng Xiao felt jealous. He suddenly grabbed Yu Huang’s clothes and pulled her away from him. Then, 

he pressed her against his side. 

Yu Huang’s head hit the pillow and she was stunned. 

Sheng Xiao suddenly leaned over and took off her mask. “This thing is a hindrance.” Then, he lowered 

his head and kissed Yu Huang’s scar. Then, he kissed her lips. 

Yu Huang didn’t move. To be honest, Sheng Xiao’s calm attitude pleased her. 

Perhaps there would be no other man who would like her as much as Sheng Xiao did. He liked her so 

much that he was even careful when kissing her scar. 

Yu Huang suddenly pushed Sheng Xiao away. “Stop!” She was afraid that she would get impulsive and 

jump his bones. 

Sheng Xiao looked at her with reddened eyes. He did not continue. 

He leaned against Yu Huang’s shoulder to calm his breathing. After a minute or two, he got off the bed. 

His ears were red as he said, “You should rest. See you tomorrow morning.” Sheng Xiao left the room in 

a hurry. He did not go to the study, but to the bathroom. 

Yu Huang sat up too. She drank two bottles in one go before falling asleep. That night, Yu Huang had 

many messy dreams. In her dreams, she saw all kinds of sides of Sheng Xiao. 

When she woke up in the morning, she bumped into Sheng Xiao in the living room. Yu Huang was too 

embarrassed to look at him. The moment she saw him, she remembered how Sheng Xiao whispered in 

her dream. 

Sheng Xiao was calm. He asked Yu Huang, “What are your plans for today?”. 

Yu Huang said, “In the morning, I have to attend Professor Fain’s formation class. In the afternoon, I 

have to go to the back mountain to train. What about you?” 

Sheng Xiao said, “I’m going out to train for a while.” He tilted his head and said to Yu Huang, “There are 

only eight months left until the Central Pagoda challenge in September. I need to train.” 

Yu Huang said, “You’re so powerful. Isn’t it very easy to get first place?” 

“There is always someone better than you. Don’t ever think that you are the best.” Sheng Xiao looked at 

Yu Huang with a serious expression. He said, “Your confidence will be boosted with appropriate pride. 

However, you will lose yourself if you are too conceited.” 

At that moment, Yu Huang suddenly felt that Sheng Xiao was not like a 26-year-old child. He was more 

like an old man who had been through hardships and was full of experience in life. 

“You’re quite shrewd.” 

Yu Huang could not bear to think about how she wouldn’t see Sheng Xiao for nine months. She said, 

“Aren’t you worried that I will find a mister?” Sheng Xiao glanced at her coldly. “Why don’t you try?” 

Yu Huang chuckled. “Let’s go eat.” 



“Yeah.” 

After breakfast, Yu Huang sent Sheng Xiao away. Then, she went to the school building and listened to 

Professor Fain’s explanation of the array formation with the other students. 

Professor Fain was only a Beast Tamer at the Master level, but he had a deep understanding of array 

formations. He had even published a book called “The Art of Array Formations”, which was published 

and sold out. 

His class was always very popular. Other than the students who were in seclusion, almost everyone 

came. 

After listening to Professor Fain’s class, Yu Huang went to the back mountain. Once she reached the 

back mountain, she was carried by a Taotie Beast to the seaside. 

Yu Huang was thrown onto the beach by Gold Ingot. Her butt hurt from the fall. 

Yu Huang raised her head and stared at the Taotie. Seeing that Taotie had turned into Gold Ingot, she 

asked, “Why did you bring me to the seaside?” 

Gold Ingot dug his ears and said, “That old fellow Edward goes to my back mountain every day to wait 

for you. It’s quieter here. You can cultivate here from now on.” 

Chapter 188 The Chosen One 

Yu Huang did not know whether to laugh or cry. She said, “I’m a Purifying Spirit Master. Sooner or later, 

I’ll go to the Purifying Spirit Department to cultivate.” 

“Then let’s finish my Beast Tamer course first, and then go to the Jingling faculty to learn.” Gold Ingot 

pointed at the sea in front of him and said, “From today onwards, you will cultivate in the sea for me. 

When you can swim to the end of the sea from here in one go, you can graduate from me.” 

Yu Huang was speechless. 

Gold Ingot kicked Yu Huang into the sea without forgetting to place a pressure stone on her head. 

After that, Yu Huang would swim in the sea during the day while Gold Ingot would float on the surface 

of the sea to fish. At night, Yu Huang would swim in the sea while Gold Ingot would cook seafood under 

the moonlight. 

When she was tired, Yu Huang floated on the surface of the sea and rested for a while. When she was 

hungry, she begged Gold Ingot to give her a bite to eat. 

Day after day, month after month, in the blink of an eye, Yu Huang had been cultivating in the sea for 

more than a month. On this day, Yu Huang was resting when she suddenly heard a strange sound. 

That voice was filled with energy, causing Yu Huang’s ears to ache. Gold Ingot heard the commotion and 

flipped the squid in his hand. A creepy smile appeared on his face as he lowered his head to roast the 

squid seriously. 

Yu Huang dived into the sea while planning to see what it was. 



She flipped over and dived into the sea, only to be met with a pair of huge golden eyes that were far 

away. 

It was that ancient alligator! 

When Yu Huang saw the dean’s ancient alligator, the spiritual energy in her entire body became sluggish 

and she was unable to move. 

The ancient alligator suddenly rushed towards Yu Huang and used its head to pull her out of the sea. 

Like a rubber ball, it threw Yu Huang into the sky. 

“Ah!” 

Yu Huang was thrown high into the sky, then smashed into the deep sea. The high pressure in the sea 

caused Yu Huang to feel suffocated. 

The ancient alligator seemed to have found an interesting toy. After Yu Huang tried her best to swim 

from the bottom of the sea to the surface, it wagged its tail and ran towards her before lifting her up 

and throwing her into the sky again. 

Yu Huang fell into the deep sea once again. She held her breath and circulated her spirit energy while 

waving her arms and legs as she swam towards the surface. 

She had no choice. If she did not swim to the surface, she would drown. 

Yu Huang was played around by the ancient alligator for an entire day. It was only until late at night that 

the ancient alligator finally lost interest in her. 

The ancient alligator transformed into a smiling old man and he said to her while standing on the surface 

of the sea, “Little fellow, your endurance is pretty good. Continue to persevere.” 

Yu Huang wanted to stand up and bow to the Headmaster, but she was so tired that she could not even 

move her fingers. She floated on the sea and weakly called out to the Headmaster. It could be 

considered as exchanging greetings. 

The dean chuckled and walked to the shore. He took a tuna from Gold Ingot and sat on the ground to 

eat it. 

Gold Ingot asked him, “Sir, are you interested in playing with my student for a few more days?” 

The dean smiled at the child on the sea and said, “This child is very tenacious. When I see her, I think of 

Mingjue.” 

Gold Ingot also said, “I remember that the dean also trained Yin Mingjue this way back then.” 

“Yeah.” 

Thinking of his only disciple, the dean could not help but feel a little sad. He looked at Yu Huang and 

could not help but sigh, “If my little grand-disciple did not die, she would be almost 20 years old this 

year.” 

Thinking of his little grand-disciple, the dean instantly felt that the tuna in his mouth was tasteless. 



Gold Ingot had never seen the child before, but he knew that Yin Mingjue had a cute daughter. He said, 

“Maybe the child isn’t dead yet.” 

“I hope so.” After the principal finished eating the tuna, he saw that Yu Huang was almost done resting. 

He transformed into an ancient alligator and continued to play with Yu Huang. 

Just like that, spring was about to pass, and a new round of arena matches was held in the academy. Yu 

Huang thought that Gold Ingot would let her participate in the arena matches, but Gold Ingot said, “You 

don’t have to participate in the arena matches this time.” Yu Huang hurriedly asked, “Why?” “There’s no 

need for that. You should focus on your cultivation and quietly become stronger. Wouldn’t it be great if 

you could amaze everyone with a single brilliant feat?” 

Yu Huang rolled her eyes. “Practice first. You can leave after the annual assessment mission is issued in 

July.” 

The academy’s annual assessment mission was a mission that every student had to complete. Yu Huang 

was no exception. When she thought about how she still had to soak in this water for another five 

months, Yu Huang only felt despair. 

Time passed day by day. In the blink of an eye, it was the middle of June. 

That night, Yu Huang sat cross-legged on the surface of the sea while meditating under the moonlight. 

Suddenly, she sensed waves of faint red spirit energy burrowing into her body. She opened her eyes and 

stared at the spirit energy aura surging in from all directions while feeling somewhat shocked. 

When Gold Ingot saw this, he said, “You are going to enter the late-stage of the Scholar Realm.” Gold 

Ingot reached out and pulled back the pressure stone on Yu Huang’s head. He instructed Yu Huang, 

“Calm your mind and focus your spiritual energy.” Without the restraint of the pressure stone, the 

spiritual energy in Yu Huang’s body began to circulate at high speed. She was like a magnet, madly 

absorbing the spirit energy into her body. In next to no time, Yu Huang was enveloped by light red spirit 

energy. 

Right at this moment, another wave of faint golden light that was almost invisible to the naked eye 

emerged from the sea and surged towards Yu Huang. Gold Ingot immediately sat up straight when he 

saw the faint golden light. 

The power of the Divine Master! 

He stared at Yu Huang with a complicated expression. 

Yu Huang once again comprehended the power of the Divine Master. 

This child was truly the chosen one. 

The power of the Divine Master surged into her body, and Yu Huang’s consciousness was stripped away 

once again. She appeared in the pyramid world once again. As the saying goes, one became more 

familiar the second time. This time, after Yu Huang entered the pyramid, she didn’t dare to delay any 

longer and rushed straight into the pyramid to cultivate. 

She sat cross-legged at the center of the pyramid and took out a dark black Monster Core from her 

interspatial ring. The Monster Core was imprinted with red ape patterns. This Monster Core was dug out 



from the body of a seriously injured red-furred ape in the abyss last year. That red-furred ape had the 

ability to steal people’s thoughts and listen to their hearts. 

Yu Huang muttered to herself for a moment before tossing the Monster Core into the air. She used her 

Spiritual Force to slowly disperse the demonic power within the Monster Core. 

The demonic power in the Monster Core was dispelled by the Psychic powers. They surged out of the 

Monster Core and turned into dark black lights that floated out of the pyramid and landed on the 

ground. When the power of the Monster Core completely disappeared, Yu Huang swallowed it. 

Even though it had lost its demonic power, the Monster Core still had a demonic nature. After it was 

swallowed by Yu Huang, it immediately transformed into a red-furred ape and roared at Yu Huang. 

“Shameless human! How dare you refine me!” 

Yu Huang snorted and seriously made a suggestion to the red-haired ape. She said, “Monkey, if you have 

the ability, you can refine me too.” 

“You!” 

The monkey didn’t have the ability. 

Yu Huang instantly released her spirit energy and wrapped it around the Monster Core before slowly 

absorbing the Monster Core’s demon technique. 

As she was immersed in her cultivation, she did not notice that a patch of green grass had grown on the 

vast desert outside the pyramid. 

The grass was very fragile. They swayed in the wind, and the wind blew in that direction, but they 

continued to grow tenaciously. 

This world suddenly had life. 

Chapter 189 Everything Has its Conqueror 

Ding! 

Accompanied by a loud thud, the Monster Core that was bitterly resisting Yu Huang’s refinement was 

finally completely absorbed by Yu Huang before turning into a dark black ape rune that was imprinted 

on her beast heart. At this point, Yu Huang finally succeeded in refining the second Witch technique. 

Every time she comprehended the power of the Divine Master, it wasn’t under Yu Huang’s control. She 

didn’t know how long she had to stay in the pyramid. After refining the Monster Core, Yu Huang decided 

to rest for a while. 

She stood up and walked out of the pyramid. She discovered that a patch of green grass had sprouted in 

the desert in front of the pyramid. Although it was a patch of weeds, it was extraordinary to be able to 

grow tenaciously in this barren desert. 

Yu Huang was somewhat delighted. She quickly walked towards the patch of weeds, squatted down and 

used her fingers to gently touch them. 



Sensing Yu Huang’s touch, the weeds bent down in the direction where Yu Huang was squatting, as if 

they were thanking her for creating them. 

“Why is grass growing here?” Last time she came, there wasn’thing here. What did she do to bring life to 

this world? 

Yu Huang couldn’t figure it out. 

As night fell, the desert became ice-cold. Moonlight fell from the sky and sprinkled on the desert. 

Yu Huang looked up at the starry sky above her. She suddenly had doubts about the world within the 

power of the Divine Master. Was the soil beneath her feet really just a fictional world? Would a fictional 

world have such a realistic starry sky? 

Right at this moment, the world began to shake violently again. 

Yu Huang was extremely familiar with this feeling. 

It was time. She had to go. 

The world before her collapsed and disappeared inch by inch. Soon after, she was driven out of this 

world. 

When Yu Huang opened her eyes, she discovered that she was still sitting cross-legged on the surface of 

the sea. 

At this moment, the power of the Divine Master had already disappeared, but the red spiritual power 

was still drilling into her body. She quickly calmed herself down and absorbed the spiritual power. 

This process lasted for more than two hours. 

Gold Ingot flew to her side and stepped lightly on the surface of the sea. He asked Yu Huang, “How is it? 

Has your cultivation level increased to the late-stage of a Scholar?” 

Yu Huang checked the changes in her body and saw that the beast heart had indeed grown a lot bigger. 

A happy smile instantly appeared on her face. “I have successfully stepped into the late-stage of the 

Scholar realm.” 

“Not bad.” In less than two years, she had successfully reached the late-stage of the Scholar realm. This 

speed was shocking. 

She was even more talented than Sheng Xiao. 

“Cultivation will be suspended for a period of time. The academy will give out the mission assessment 

content tomorrow. Go and complete the assessment mission first.” 

“Tomorrow?” 

“Yeah.” 

Yu Huang was a new student, so she didn’t know much about the annual assessment. She asked Gold 

Ingot, “Are all the new students on this assessment mission the same?” 



Gold Ingot shook his head. “Of course not. With different abilities, the test content for the students is 

also different.” As the only person with S-rank super beast form potential among the new students, Yu 

Huang’s test mission was bound to be the most difficult. 

Gold Ingot looked at Yu Huang with a half-hearted smile. He rubbed his hands and said with some 

anticipation, “I’m quite curious about what your mission will be.” 

Yu Huang herself was very curious about this. 

“Oh right, which direction is the Breeding Department?” 

Gold Ingot pointed at the forest behind him and said, “The tallest mountain is there. Why, do you want 

to see your little friend?” 

“Yeah.” 

Professor Mu gave Anna Tao ten days of internship. To Yu Huang’s relief, Anna Tao passed the test of 

the Breeding Department. 

She was now an official breeder. 

Yu Huang had been locked up in this sea area by Gold Ingot for more than five months. She was worried 

about Anna Tao and could not wait to see her. 

Gold Ingot saw that Yu Huang was distracted, so he shooed her away. 

The rear mountain of the Divine Realm Academy was a thousand square kilometers, and the breeding 

grounds covered more than six hundred square kilometers. It was quite large. 

It was late at night, and the Breeding Department was in complete darkness. Only the first-floor lobby 

was still lit. 

Some demon beasts went out at night, and the staff of the breeding department had to be on duty at 

night to bathe the demon beasts, feed them, and clean their residences. 

Yu Huang walked into the dormitory of the Breeding Department and saw a lady with slightly white hair 

sitting behind the consultation table on the first floor. She walked to the consultation table and politely 

asked, “May I know which room Anna Tao is staying in?” 

Her mentor had said that even a cleaning person in the Divine Realm Academy could be a Beast Tamer 

at the level of a Supreme Master. Thus, even though this woman before her was dressed very ordinarily 

and even her appearance was ordinary, Yu Huang didn’t dare to underestimate her. 

When the middle-aged woman heard Anna Tao’s name, she quickly raised her head and looked at Yu 

Huang warmly. 

“Are you Anna’s friend?” 

Yu Huang nodded and asked, “Is Anna in the dormitory?” 



The lady laughed and shook her head. “Anna has been working the night shift for the past week. She 

should be cleaning the Icy Night T-Rex. If you have nothing urgent to talk to her about, you can sit here 

for a while.” 

There were solid wooden sofas in the waiting area of the main hall for Yu Huang to rest. 

Yu Huang didn’t sit down. She saw that the woman seemed to have a good impression of Anna Tao, so 

she asked indirectly, “Is Anna doing well here? Did she cause trouble for 

d 

you?” 

“Hey! Why would Anna give us trouble? With her here, our department’s work is much easier.” 

The woman seemed to be very satisfied with Anna Tao. Even her attitude towards Yu Huang became 

friendly and warm. 

She handed Yu Huang a handful of melon seeds while munching on them as she said, “I’ve never seen a 

child as suitable for this job as Anna!” 

“Some of the demon beasts in our breeding ground are very unruly. They have to be pampered all the 

time, but even so, they keep throwing looks at us. But Anna is different. Anna is the nemesis of those 

demon beasts. When those little demons see Anna, they are like cats seeing a mouse. They are 

extremely obedient!” 

“She’s only been here for five months, but she’s already a small leader in our department.” 

Yu Huang was flabbergasted upon hearing this. Was Anna really doing that well in the Breeding 

Department? 

“I’ll go find her.” She was curious to know how Anna got along with these monsters. 

There were no electric lights in the entire breeding ground because these demon beasts hated lights and 

only liked moonlight. 

Yu Huang made use of the moonlight to quickly walk towards the hinterland of the breeding grounds. 

The deeper she went, the greater the danger the demonic beasts posed. Yu Huang was afraid of 

disturbing the demonic beasts, so her footsteps became much lighter. 

Finally, Yu Huang found Anna Tao. 

She was bathing a level 7 demon beast named ‘Icy Night T-Rex’. 

The Icy Night T-Rex was a super beast that lived near the center of the abyss. It was as powerful as a 

late-stage Supreme Master. Even Sheng Xiao dared not to approach it. 

The Icy Night T-Rex was good at using the ice element. Anyone who was scratched by its claws would be 

frozen into a popsicle in an instant, and their blood would freeze and they would die. 

However, such a ferocious beast had retracted its ice-blue wings and was obediently squatting on the 

floor, allowing Anna Tao to hold up a water pipe to bathe it. 



“Bing Bing, time to wash your armpits!” 

The T-rex obediently raised its left wing and revealed its armpit, allowing Anna Tao to use the high-

pressure water gun to wash its armpit. 

“Alright, the other one!” 

The Icy Night T-Rex obediently raised its right wing. 

“Turn around and stick your butt out. Time to wash your butt!” 

The Icy Night T-Rex was suspiciously silent for a moment. Finally, it obeyed and stood up. It turned its 

head and aimed its butt at Anna Tao. 

The Icy Night T-Rex’ tail was raised high, revealing its huge butt. 

Anna Tao raised the water pipe and washed the Icy Night T-Rex before turning off the tap. She said, 

“Alright, lie on the ground. I’ll help you wipe water!” 

Upon hearing this, the Icy Night T-Rex that could dive into the sky really fell asleep on the ground 

obediently. Anna Tao carried a large blanket and walked towards the Icy Night T-Rex. Sometimes, she 

would lie on the Icy Night T-Rex’s body and wipe its back. At other times, she would crawl into its belly 

and wipe its fur under its chin. 

Yu Huang, dumbstruck, stood outside the confinement area. 

Since when did the Icy Night T-Rex become so obedient? 

Anna Tao was panting as she cleaned the Icy Night T-Rex. She sat on the ground and sighed. “I’m so 

hungry.” 

The Level 7 Icy Night T-Rex could already speak. Seeing that Anna Tao was hungry, it rolled its eyes and 

had a bad idea. 

The Icy Night T-Rex said, “Shall I steal an egg for you? The Vermillion Bird next door has a nest of eggs 

and is currently incubating small birds. Vermillion Bird eggs are delicious. Do you want to eat them? If 

you want to eat them, I’ll steal them for you.” 

Anna Tao licked her lips and quickly shook her head. “No, we can’t, we can’t steal eggs to eat.” 

She would be expelled for stealing demon beast eggs. 

The Icy Night T-Rex felt a little regretful. It licked its lips and said nostalgically, “I haven’t eaten bird eggs 

in a long time. I miss that taste.” 

Back then, it was heavily injured and on its last breath, it met the dean of the Divine Realm Academy. In 

order to survive, the Icy Night T-Rex had no choice but to sign a contract with that old man and 

obediently follow him back to the Divine Realm Academy. 

It stayed there for fifty years. 

The Icy Night T-Rex said fiercely, “When the dean dies, I will eat every single egg in this breeding 

ground!” 



When Anna Tao heard this, she subconsciously retorted, “Nonsense! The dean is a good person. Don’t 

say that about him.” 

At that moment, Anna Tao heard a familiar female voice 

“I have tuna and lobster here. Do you want to eat them?” 

Anna Tao immediately turned to look at the entrance of the breeding grounds. 

Seeing Yu Huang, Anna Tao quickly stood up and ran towards her. 

Anna Tao hugged Yu Huang and affectionately rubbed her head against her shoulder before letting go of 

her. “Yu Huang, are you done with your closed door cultivation?” 

“Yes.” Yu Huang studied Anna Tao under the moonlight. She was relieved to see that Anna Tao had 

gained a little weight and the hostility in her eyes had dissipated. 

“I see you’re living well here.” 

Anna Tao nodded vigorously and said, “I passed the test successfully. I still have 500 points to collect 

now, every month. Professor Mu also gave me special privileges and permitted me to attend classes 

with you!” 

Chapter 190 The Yin Clan’s Patriarch is Merciful??? 

Anna Tao had never felt so blissful in her life. 

After five months in the penitentiary, the anger in Anna Tao’s heart gradually subsided. 

Five months ago, whenever she thought about those scumbags from Yu Hui Academy, Anna Tao wished 

she could go to Yuhui Academy and fight them to the death. However, now that she thought about 

those grudges and disputes, although she still had hatred in her heart, she no longer had the 

recklessness to do anything. 

She still hated those people, but she would not sacrifice her life for revenge. 

There was still sweetness in the world and it was worth remembering. 

When she thought up to here, Anna Tao couldn’t help but hold Yu Huang’s hand, and she said sincerely, 

“Yu Huang, I really, really have to thank you!” 

If Yu Huang had not pulled her back from the cliff, she would have perished together with those 

scumbags. 

Yu Huang felt gratified when she heard this. It was obvious that Anna Tao had thought things through 

since she was able to speak these words calmly. 

Touching Anna Tao’s hair, Yu Huang said, “If you can figure it out, then it’s worth it for me to do all of 

this. In the future, just stay here and listen to classes at the academy when you have time.” 

“You have to quietly become stronger so that you can amaze everyone!” This was what Professor Gold 

said to Yu Huang, but Yu Huang felt that it was more appropriate to use these words on Anna Tao. 



Anna Tao nodded. “Mm! I will become stronger!” 

Yu Huang noticed that the Icy Night T-Rex had been observing her with a vigilant gaze. She then asked 

Anna Tao, “Why does it listen to you so much?” 

When the Icy Night T-Rex heard Yu Huang’s question, a look of humiliation flashed across its eyes. It 

looked at Anna Tao with fear. 

Yu Huang found it unbelievable when she saw the fear in the dragon’s eyes. “What did you do to it?” 

Anna Tao looked embarrassed in the moonlight. 

Anna Tao Tao rubbed her nose with the back of her hand before guiltily telling Yu Huang what she had 

done. 

This was what happenedOn the night five months ago, Sheng Xiao settled Anna Tao down and left. 

That night, the maintenance department gave Anna Tao a set of quilt, two sets of work clothes, and a on 

Demon Beast Encyclopedia. 

To ensure that she could stay, Anna Tao used only one night to memorize all the information about the 

demon beasts. 

The next morning, the head of the Breeding Department brought Anna Tao to the back mountain to 

feed the demon beasts. 

Demonic beasts were very sensitive. They could clearly feel the demonic nature coming from Anna Tao’s 

body. Naturally, they were very resistant to it. They refused to touch the food that Anna Tao fed them. 

They also did not buy Anna Tao bathing them. Seeing this, the minister said to Anna Tao, “These beasts 

are very resistant to you, Anna. You are not suited for this job.” 

But Anna Tao needed this job. She needed to stay at the Divine Realm Academy. 

They resisted her? 

Then she would make them unable to resist! 

Anna Tao decided to use some tricks. 

Anna Tao knew that there was a type of demonic beast corpse known as ‘Nine-Headed Demonic Worm’ 

that was highly toxic. Any Beast Tamer or demonic beast that consumed the corpse of this demonic 

beast would instantly die. 

No matter how powerful those demonic beasts at the back of the mountain were, they still had 

weaknesses. The next day, Anna Tao brought the corpse of a Nine-Headed Demonic Worm to the 

residence of the Icy Night T-Rex. The Icy Night T-Rex was a level 7 demonic beast, and also the boss of 

the Divine Realm Academy’s demonic beasts. It was the most suitable choice to kill the chicken to warn 

the monkeys. 

Anna Tao deliberately asked in front of the Violent Dragon of Icy Tide, “Icy Night T-Rex, have you heard 

of the Nine-Headed Demonic Worm?” 



Hearing this, the eyes of the Icy Night T-Rex immediately revealed vigilance. 

It stared at the cute but ruthless little girl and spoke in human language, “You plan to poison me to 

death? Little thing, I’m much more important than you here. Even if you poison me to death, you won’t 

be able to escape.” 

Anna Tao snorted. She raised the Nine-Headed Demonic Worm’s corpse and stuttered to the Icy Night T-

Rex, “My beast form is, is a mutated Devouring Beast. I, I can devour everything in this world and 

convert their, their energy, into my own body. Of course, that includes you.” 

The Icy Night T-Rex was stunned. 

There was such a beast form? 

Anna Tao shook the corpse of the giant insect in her hand. She said, “This is a Nine-Headed Demonic 

Worm. If you don’t believe me, you can come and smell it.” 

The Icy Night T-Rex really went closer to take a sniff. 

Smelling the familiar scent of poison, the Icy Night T-Rex flew backward by more than ten meters. It 

looked at Anna Tao warily and asked, “What are you doing?” 

“I need this job, but if you don’t, don’t approve of me, I have to go!” she said. 

“So?” 

Anna Tao’s expression sank, and she revealed a sinister and feminine gaze as she said in a sinister voice, 

“I’ll show you, I’ll show you how to eat a Nine-Headed Demonic Worm on the spot. After eating it, if I’m 

not dead, you’ll have to obediently accept me and let me feed, bathe, and clean up your residence.” 

The Icy Night T-Rex snorted coldly and said, “Do you think I’m a three-year-old child? No one can survive 

after eating the Nine-Headed Demonic Worm. You can give it a try!” 

The Icy Night T-Rex thought that Anna Tao was bluffing, so it waited calmly for Anna Tao to die. 

With a grim expression, she swallowed the Nine-Headed Demonic Worm. 

The Icy Night T-Rex widened its eyes in shock when it saw that Anna Tao had really swallowed the Nine-

Headed Demonic Worm. Wanting to see how long she could last, it stared at Anna Tao. 

However, Anna Tao only burped and commented expressionlessly, “It’s a little crispy and astringent, but 

it’s not too bad.” 

The Icy Night T-Rex was speechless. Anna Tao looked up at the T-rex and suddenly licked her lips. She 

said, “I don’t think I’m full yet…” She even looked at the T-rex as if she was looking at food. The Icy Night 

T-Rex was speechless. Anna Tao revealed her canine teeth and stared at the Icy Night T-Rex. She said 

thoughtfully, “You’re so, so beautiful. You must be very, very sweet to the taste.” 

The Icy Night T-Rex was speechless. 

The Icy Night T-Rex looked like it had seen a ghost. It stared at Anna Tao for a long time before saying, “I 

think you are quite likable. In the future, you will be responsible for taking care of me.” 



Anna Tao smiled sweetly. 

The Icy Night T-Rex felt as if a devil was smiling. 

After that day, all the demon beasts in the breeding grounds knew that a very powerful evil little girl had 

come to the breeding department. She even dared to swallow a Nine-Headed Demonic Worm. 

The little girl could eat anything. She even dared to eat the Icy Night T-Rex! 

Hence, on the third day, when Anna Tao followed the minister to feed the demon beasts, from level 1 to 

level 7 demon beasts, no demon beast dared to resist Anna Tao. 

When the minister saw that the demon beasts, who were usually as hard to please, suddenly listened to 

Anna Tao’s words, he felt both confused and gratified. 

“Looks like they like you a lot. Since that’s the case, stay and help us take care of them!” 

Having achieved her goal, she said with a bright smile, “Thank you, Minister!” 

“You actually threatened them?” Yu Huang was stunned. She was a little girl, but she was able to scare a 

level 7 demonic beast. 

However, Yu Huang’s expression quickly darkened as she rebuked Anna Tao, “You’re too brazen! Aren’t 

you afraid that you’ll die after eating that worm? Is there anyone as daring as 

you?!” 

Anna Tao felt wronged. She said, “I just want to, want to stay.” Thinking back to that day, Anna Tao felt 

scared. 

If she was given another chance, she would still do it. “At that time, there’s nothing I can do. Even if I’m 

poisoned to death, I still have to pass the test.” Yu Huang’s heart ached when she heard this. “No matter 

what, it’s a great thing that you were able to pass the test.” 

Yu Huang patted Anna Tao’s head and said, “I’m going out to do a mission. Work hard here. Call me if 

you need anything.” 

Thinking that her cell phone often ran out of battery, Yu Huang was afraid that Anna Tao would be 

unable to contact her during urgent matters. She gave her a distress talisman. “This is a distress 

talisman. It was made by my mentor, Supremacy Lin. Keep it well. Don’t misuse it unless it’s a crisis.” 

“Okay.” 

Yu Huang gave Anna Tao a few more instructions before flying away. 

The Icy Night T-Rex stared at the pair of wings on Yu Huang’s back and revealed a surprised look. “Anna, 

your friend is not ordinary.” To be able to obtain a flying demon technique at such a young age, she was 

most likely a genius among human Beast Tamers. Upon hearing this, a proud expression appeared on 

Anna Tao’s face. She said, “She’s very powerful. She’s the most outstanding girl in the Divine Realm 

Academy. Not only is she a Beast Tamer, but she’s also a Purifying Spirit Master!” 



“He’s both a Beast Tamer and a Purifying Spirit Master?” The Icy Night T-Rex clicked his tongue and 

sighed. “That’s really impressive.” 

When Yu Huang returned to the dormitory, it was almost dawn. 

When Na Luo and Sheng Yang heard the sound of the door opening, they immediately got off the bed 

and walked out of their respective rooms. Seeing that Yu Huang had returned, Sheng Yang and Na Luo 

instantly lost their sleepiness. “Yu Huang!” 

The two of them pressed Yu Huang onto the sofa and asked her, “Are you also here to participate in the 

annual mission assessment?” 

Yu Huang nodded and asked them, “Did you hear anything? What is our assessment mission this year?” 

Na Luo shook her head. 

Sheng Yang said, “I’ve heard something.” 

“Hmm?” Yu Huang sat up slightly and asked Sheng Yang, “What is it?” 

Sheng Yang said, “The Yin Clan has a thousand-year-old red elm tree. I heard that this tree was brought 

back from the Upper World by a senior from the Yin Clan. There’s only one in the entire Holy Spirit 

Continent.” 

Na Luo asked curiously, “What’s so special about this tree?” 

Sheng Yang said, “The red elm tree blooms once in ten years, bears fruit once in ten years, and ripens 

once in ten years. It is said that the fruit of a red elm tree can allow a Beast Tamer to break through their 

cultivation level as soon as possible after eating it, increasing their chances of breaking through to 

become a Beast Tamer.” 

Upon learning that this fruit actually possessed such a miraculous power, Yu Huang and Na Luo became 

restless. They wished they could immediately transform into a gust of wind and slip into the Yin Clan to 

steal those red elm tree fruits. 

“The red elm tree fruit will ripen in July this year. It’s said that there are a total of 150 fruits in this batch. 

The Yin Clan’s head is benevolent and has decided to give 50 fruits to our Divine Realm Academy.” 

However, Sheng Yang believed that Yin Mingchong felt that what Yin Ya had done had damaged the 

image of the Divine Realm Academy, which was why he made this decision. 

He treated it as giving the Divine Realm Academy a favor. 

After all, that old man had always been slick. 

 


